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This project is about designing 

landscape driven exhibition

by Reindeer.



Prologue



Reindeer husbandry

Source: 
International Centre of Reindeer husbandry, - (2009) World Rein-
deer Husbandry: Peoples, Distribution and Challenges. Documentation. 
International Centre for Reindeer Husbandry, Kautokeino.

The reindeer from the north is herded by minority groups.

  The reindeer from the south is best known as Rudolph.

The minority is always conquered by the majority.



Human impact
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Social/Political

Social/ Political Issues



This project is not a one which deal with a specific site where conflicts have already happened,

but the one that would affect human mind, especially in the south, not to repeat these conflicts.

revealing the value and vulnerability of reindeer,

as cultural landscapes.



Chapter I

- Book -



















Unlearn the common perception of a reindeer 

and you are one step closer to understand their deeper nature.

Not as Rudolph,

but as Cultural Landscapes.



Chapter II

- Exhibition -



Not only in the book, but the knowledge could be experienced in a space.

Spacial mind experience.



0. Museography



Encyclopedic

- Typology of Exhibition Space -

focusing objects itself

e.g. The British Museum

Scenographic

Objects for a space

e.g. Canova Museum (by Carlo Scarpa)



- Display Methodology -

Encyclopaedic Case

- The British Museum -

Objects in a box. 



- Carlo Scarpa -

Scenographic Case 1

Architect

Objects as an interior, 

a part of details.



- Sverre Fehn -

Architect

Objects like a landscape,

as a scenery of the space.

Scenographic Case 2



Objects could be free

to create a space,

but still need to talk about objects themselves.



e.g. “Some comfort gained from the acceptance of the inherent lies in everything” by Damien Hirst.e.g. The Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, US.

- Exhibition of Animals -

Natural History Museum

Biological facts

by showing as it is

Art

Emotional issues

by transformation



Cultural facts as Landscape issues

||

Cultural Landscapes

by designing a space

Landscape Exhibition



- Curation by different professions -

Historian/Researcher

Object

Educational/ Scientific knowledge

from research

The object

Creative/ New perspective

from the artist her/himself

Artist

Objects

Spacial/Aesthetic experience

from planning

Architect



Landscape Architect

Physical space

Physical space (outside)

Mental space

Object



Objects are landscape itself 

as it tells about the relationships between human and reindeer,

the life in landscapes.

Landscape Exhibition ‘Reindeer’

Focusing on objects.

Experiencing a space as a knowledge of Cultural Landscapes. 



1. Space
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2. Spacial Context



- Introduction  -



Plan Elevation

N

0 10m 0 10m



- Contents  -







3. Design Medium



- Skin -











N

0 10m



4. Objects



Knife & the Case

skin, yarn, birch, steel

They order this kind of knife to local craftsman.

So it is from Scandinavia, even the blade.

He opened plastic cover of hay

by his knife.



Frozen meat

rib

To store, preserve and be ready for being exported, 

meat is frozen.

It used to be done outside, but freezer is a major tool nowadays.

Herding is never frozen, 

which is changing always, by nature or human.



Fat

fat 

This surrounded stomach.

Reindeer surrounded by nature,

sometimes, by roads.



Packed Meat

chopped meat, plastic, paper

Meat is exported to various places, not only in the North, but also to the South,

such as Oslo, London, New York etc.

Not only within pastures, 

they could travel for far more, 

although we can not see their face.



Packed Meat

steak, plastic

These products arrive in winter, around in January, at markets. 

They do not bring Christmas gifts,

they bring us themselves, 

with the taste and time, which is special.



Packed Smoked Meat

leg

Packing to keep the aroma of smoke.

CO2 is packed in the Arctic.



Smoked Heart

heart

 ‘I like it though, do you like it?’

She was putting it on a piece of bread with butter.

Is it strange?

No. I am a stranger.



Dried Smoked Meat

back leg

 Smoked with birch tips.

Smoke from nature.

Smoke in the pasture from construction.



Blood Sausages

blood sausages, boiled blood, boiled front meat, honey, lingon berry sauce, vegetable, potato

The mother pours blood in intestines and boil it.

This is a tradition of herders.

The sky drops rain to the ground and make snow icy.

This is a recent trend in the Arctic.



Hamburger

minced meat, bans, vegetables, hamburger saurce

The Arctic Hamburger.

Of course, that is warm.

The atmosphere at home make it even more warm.

It was brewing over the window.



Marrow

bone

This is called the best part of reindeer.

Not only the taste but also that rich nutritions.

The texture is soft and smooth like pudding or tofu.

So it is fragile,

same as their life.



Winter Boots

skin, yarn 

The mother made this for her son.

It was around 15 years ago.

‘I used this several times and also have tried snow boarding with it!’

This still looks well.



Thimble

leather

It is small, but necessary, crucial.

We often discuss large things, 

forgetting about something important, 

which is often small. 



Ribbon loom and Shuttle

antler, bone

It looks very complicated.

But, no, you can just follow this pattern instruction.

Their life is simple, 

following the nature.

It is not easy though.



Winter Coat

skin, felt, yarn

It is 40 years old.

This is the father’s,

he uses it only sometimes.

Although it has a moth-hole,

it is impossible to throw it away.



Knife & the Case

antler, skin, birch

This is too beautiful for work.

He was laughing.

‘I also had a knife, which has an antler parts,

but it was broken.’

I have never broken a knife in my life.



Milk Cup

antler, birch

He had a one, hanging on his belt.

It had been used for drinking fresh water from the river.

Today, he has lost it and uses plastic bottle.

 He hasn’t lost fresh water from the river,

for now.



Lasso

rubber

Throwing this to the antler of reindeer to catch them.

You have to practice a lot.

They have been good at this,

because they grown up as herders.

'What? Other jobs? No, I never thought about that.'

Never.



Soap

fat, lye

His brother made this.

It is next to the sink.

There were reindeer wondering food behind the garden.

It was on March.

They are supposed not to be here.



Earmark

ear

Each herder has their own earmark.

That has been a way of cutting reindeer ears.

Plastic ear tags?

This is not agriculture, like cows or sheep.

It is reindeer herding.



Slaughter Hanger

wood, steel

They also slaughter reindeer by themselves.

Such a simple structure.

Here, the life is simple.

Or it used to be.



Knife & the Case

skin, yarn, birch, steel

Every herder has their own knife, hanging on their belt.

Knife is still their necessity although it is not only used for slaughtering reindeer.

The use is for cutting anything 

except a tie between reindeer and herders.





View of main gallery



Epilogue
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